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Data Center – 
the Data CenteR of the futuRe

faCts & figuRes

 Ì Approx. 5,000 sqm of IT space on two floors 
(when completing the second stage) – six server rooms  
per stage of 400 sqm each

 Ì 148 racks in each server room

 Ì 400km of fiber optic cabling

 Ì Diesel reservoir of 200,000L

 Ì Power capacity of up to 14mW

 Ì five Diesel generator sets and redundant transformers

 Ì Raised flooring in server rooms – 1m installation height

highLights & equiPment

 Ì two separate, path-redundant entry ducts and connections 
used for power and network

 Ì multiple emergency power supplies (Diesel, rotating  
uPs system)

 Ì uPs supported facility systems

 Ì IP bus system

 Ì Continuous power bar system across the entire building

 Ì separate Carrier-meet-me-Rooms

 Ì Design in close consultation with TÜViT in order to obtain 
the certification „Trusted Site Infrastructure – Level 3 
extended“

 Ì Leakage detection systems

 Ì Very early smoke detection (VESDA), state-of-the-art fire 
detection and fire extinguishing system

 Ì high security area 

 Ì security standards pursuant to en 50518

 Ì national and international provider connections using 
redundant entry points and ducts

it seRviCes foR CommeRCiaL suCCess

Raiffeisen Informatik has been providing professional  
it services targeting corporate customers in austria and 
abroad for more than 40 years. Unsurpassed quality 
and security standards, maximum possible availability 
and highly reliable infrastructure are the foundation of 
Raiffeisen informatik’s success as an experienced data 
center operator. 

innovative automation and virtualization technologies 
deployed at the Raiffeisen informatik Data Center form 
the basis of our professional services. 

the neW Raiffeisen infoRmatik Data CenteR 

the new Raiffeisen informatik Data Center is among 
the most powerful and secure data centers in austria. 
With a system floor space of approx. 5,000 sqm (when 
completing the second stage) it has been designed to 
address the rapidly growing data volumes and all related 
technology challenges. 

High bandwidths and comprehensive network 
management guarantee smooth data traffic, allowing 
secure and permanent access to your data. With its 
scalable service portfolio based on virtualized computing 
and storage systems it can adapt dynamically to your 
future requirements and needs.

Profound security and redundancy concepts ensure high 
availability of your data and are the core features of our 
data center.
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Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS)

Multiple “Diesel Rotary Uninterruptible Power Supplies” 
(DRuPs) and generators ensure the continuous power 
supply of the data center facility in case of an outage. 
these Diesel generator systems with local storage of up 
to 200.000 liters along with the redundant uPs systems 
thereby ensure the highest level of availability.

gReen Data CenteR

The Raiffeisen Informatik Data Center is based on 
energy efficiency, flexibility, and sustainability.

Cold aisle containments ensure strict separation of hot 
and cold air flows and optimize efficient and ecological 
air-conditioning. The adiabatic cooling is also a key 
component relying on the cooling effect of evaporation.

maximum seCuRity – Data stoRage in austRia 

the state-of-the-art, high speed infrastructure of the 
Raiffeisen Informatik Data Center is extremely reliable, 
due to its multiple redundancies. Data mirroring and 
backups of the data, outsourced to this highly secure 
data center facility, run fully automated and at separate 
locations.

Customers can have peace of mind knowing that all 
data in this highly secure austrian data center is stored 
in compliance with highest data privacy and security 
standards.

CeRtifiCations DemonstRate  
PRemium quaLity & seCuRity LeveLs

in endeavors to constantly maintain high quality and 
security levels Raiffeisen Informatik regularly submits to 
internal and external audits. the company orients itself 
towards recognized approaches, procedures (including 
BSI Security Handbook, COBIT, etc.) and standards 
(such as ITIL, ESO IEC27001).

The TÜV TSI certification (Trusted Site Infrastructure) 
granted to Raiffeisen informatik for an austrian data 
center as the very first IT service provider is yet another 
proof that quality and security are absolute priorities. 
The independent seal of approval confirms compliance 
with the latest quality standards and demonstrates that 
customers, outsourcing their data and services, can rely 
on highest availability and reliability levels of the physical 
infrastructure.

you Can ReLy on PRoven seCuRity 
PRoCeDuRes

the comprehensive security concept of the Raiffeisen 
informatik Data Center covers key areas such as:

Fire Protection

A clearly structured fire protection plan reduces risk 
to an absolute minimum by using “Very Early Smoke 
Detection” (VESDA) and top of the range fire alarm 
and extinguishing systems. in particular the use of the 
extinguishing agent „Inergen“ allows quick firefighting.

air samples are taken continuously from different rooms 
and are analyzed for smoke particles whereby even the 
lowest quantities of smoke resulting from smoldering 
cables can be detected long before regular heat or 
smoke detectors would give an alarm.

24/7 access & Supervision 

individual access control systems, logging, escort 
services, alarm systems and video surveillance of 
internal and external areas ensure highly secure and 
protected data center operations. 
The data center facility is staffed by security personnel 
24/7 who monitor the security systems and log all 
activities of visitors and suppliers when entering or 
leaving the building. 

Command Center

Raiffeisen informatik additionally implements a 
monitoring center – called “Command Center”, where all 
applications and systems are permanently monitored; 
any aberrations are examined and faults immediately 
repaired.  


